Abstract. The electron inelastic mean free path is of basic importance in theoretical and applied radiation physics and surface physics. It can be calculated using the dielectric function for the valence band and atomic generalized oscillatoi strengths for inner shells of a solid. Although the experimentally determined attenuation length is conceptually different from the theoretically calculated mean free path, they are frequently used interchangeably in a loosely defined manner.
Introduction
Reliable information on inelastic mean free paths (IMFPS) and attenuation lengths (ALS) of low-energy electrons in solids is important in quantitative surface and interface analyses. The IMFP represents the average path length that an electron travels between two successive inelastic interactions. It can be calculated using the dielectric function for the valence band and atomic generalized oscillator strengths for inner shells of a solid. The AL is the projected distance of the IMFP along the incident electron direction. It is usually determined by neglecting elastic scatterings in an experimental overlayer method (Powell 1986 (Powell , 1987 (Powell , 1988 . Since accurate measurements of AL for low-energy electrons are fairly difficult, it is important to estimate the AL from the calculated IMFP. Although the AL and the IMFP are frequently used interchangeably, the difference between them may reach 30% (Jablonski er a/ 1988, Jablonski and Ebel 1988) .
There are several methods available for the estimation of electron elastic scattering cross sections. The main differences among these methods are the quantum mechanical approach and the assumption about scattering potentials. One of the most convenient and frequently used methods is the screened Coulomb potential within the first Born approximation. This method has been modified to incorporate it with realistic scattering potentials. Green and Leckey (1976) 8 To whom all correspondence should be addressed 0022-37271921020262 + 07 $04.50 0 1992 IOP Publishing Ltd considered the distortion of charge density due to the lattice periodicity in the solid to modify the atomic Thomas-Fermi potential. Kwei (1984) took into account the solid state effect by considering a screened potential derived from the Hartree-Fock electron density distribution with the Wigner-Seitz boundary condition. In quantitative surface analysis, the electron energy of interest is usually less than 2 keV where the Born approximation is no longer valid. I n this case, the phase shift analysis should be employed. Ichimura er a/ (1980) used a Thomas-Fermi atomic potential in the partial wave expansion method to calculate elastic sca!tering cross sectinns of e!ec!rons. !E this work, we rrnpluyed the scrrrned potential associated with the Hartree-Fock-Wigner-Seitz (HFWS) electron densities (Tucker er a/ 1969) in the phase shift analysis to calculate these cross sections for low-energy electrons. We evaluated phase shifts by the WKB approach which was quite simple and accurate.
With calculated elastic differential cross sections, wc thcn applied both thc analytical multiple scattering formulation and the numerical Monte Carlo simulation to compute the path length distribution of an electron transmitted through a solid film. We found that the multiple scattering formulation is valid only for large film thicknesses where many small-angle scatterings occurred during electron transmission. For small thicknesses, this formulation overestimates the path length distribution at large path lengths and significantly underestimates it at small path lengths as compared with the corresponding results of the Monte Carlo simulation. We further estimated the difference between the IMFP and the AL. Our results have been compared with data given in other works.
Theory

Elastic scattering cross sections
The Born approximation is valid for elastic scattering cross sections of electrons with energies above about 15Z2eV (Bethe and Jackiw 1968) . where Z is the atomic number of the medium. The differential cross section with respect to the scattering angle 6' is given by where q is the momentum transfer, dQ = 2n(sin @)dB is the differential solid angle in the direction of the scattered electron, and F(9) is the atomic form factor. Note that all quantities and expressions in this paper are in atomic units unless otherwise specified. The elastic scattering form factor of the atom is given by
where n ( x ) is the electron density distribution of the atom. For elastic scatterings, one may assume q = 2k sin(6'/2), where k is the incident electron momentum.
Using a screened Coulomb potential to account for the shielding of the nuclear charge by orbital electrons in the atom, the differential cross section becomes
where ra is the effective screening distance. Employing the Thomas-Fermi electron density distribution, it is found that rs is roughly proportional to Z-'/' for moderately heavy atoms (Schiff 1968) . For light atoms it is more accurate to calculate F(9) by the self-consistent Hartree-Fock electron density distribution. Substituting this distribution into equations (1) and (2), we obtain
where E = k2/2 is the electron kinetic energy. The integral term in equation (4) represents the screening of the nuclear charge by atomic electrons with the density distribution n(r). For a solid atom one may apply the HFWS electron density distribution and replace the upper limit in the integration by the Wigner-Seitz radius rws.
For electron energies below the Born threshold, i.e. 15Z2eV, equation (1) becomes invalid. At these Electron mean free path and attenuation length energies, one should apply the phase shift analysis method. The differential scattering cross section is given by ( 5 ) where 6, is the Ith phase shift and P,(cos 0) is the Legendre polynomial of order I. Given a suitable scattering potential, the phase shifts can be calculated by an integration of the radial wave equation. Since the WKB approach is quite simple and accurate (Jochain 1975 , Salvat et a/ 1985 in evaluating these phase shifts, we adopt it in this work. This approach gives the Ith phase shift as
where UP"1r)
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A suitable potential is required in equation (6) in order to calculate the phase shifts. This potential should give rise to the correct electron density distribution in the solid. Applying the HFWS electron density distribution for a solid atom, the potential may be given by
Since the polarization effect is very small for electron energies above 100eV, we neglect the influence of the polarization potential in this work.
Path length distribution
The paths of an energetic electron in a solid may be simulated by the Monte Carlo method. This method selects a number from a collection of random numbers to determine the scattering point, using the calculated elastic mean free path. Another number from this collection determines, from the calculated differential cross section, the angular deflection caused by this scattering. These determinations continue in a computer until the incident electron emerges from the solid. Electron trajectories and path lengths are all recorded. The calculation is repeated over and over until a statistically reliable result has been reached. Since scattering events are independent, the electron trajectory may be described by a Poisson stochastic process. The step path length is therefore given by (Murata 1974, Salvat and Parallada 1984a)
where R is the random number, kc is the elastic mean
(8)
free path given by Parallada 1984h, Shimizu et al 1976) and N is the number of target atoms per unit volume. To determine the angular deflection of the electron after each scattering, the elastic differential cross section is converted into a probability distribution function by dividing this cross section integrated up to a certain scattering angle by the total elastic cross section. A second random number is then picked for this determination.
An alternative way to estimate the path-length distribution of an electron is to solve the Boltzmann transport equation. Yang (1951) derived this distribution using the multiple scattering approximation which assumed many small-angle scatterings contributing to the final deflection of the electron. He found that the probability distribution of the path-length might he expressed in terms of a dimensionless variable U as (10)
, s is the path length, I is the aeptn =t penexxion or the ibicinrs: uE ii!r .GK, ail85 (s -f ) is the average increase in path-length over the depth of penetration. The path-length distribution F(r, s) may be calculated using the relation F(r, s) d s = F ( u ) du. In this work, we computed this distribution using equation (10) with the parameter (s -f ) obtained from the Monte Carlo calculation. In addition, we applied the direct Monte Carlo simulation to compute the same distribution. By comparison, we found that the multiple scattering approximation was useful only for high-energy electrons and large penetration depths.
. . .
IMFP versus AI.
The assumption of an equivalence for the measured A L and the calculated IMFP is an over simplification. As shown in figure 1, an electron with incident angle cr with respect to the surface normal passes through a solid film of thickness I. Since elastic scatterings modify electron trajectories from straight paths, the total pathlengths s, a sum of segmental path-lengths or s, + s2 + s3 + . . . , is greater than the penetration depth 1. To determine the AL. the film thickness should not be more than a few IMFPS. Since the elastic mean free path is several times smaller than the IMFP (see figure 5 later), plural scatterings or even multiple scatterings occur during the electron transmission. The AL is usually determined by analysing the zero-energy loss peak of the transmited spectrum of a normal incident electron. As shown in figure 1 , the transmitted electron emerges from the film with a lateral displacement x and at an exit angle with respect to the surface normal. Since the occurrence of scattering events obeys where Ad is the AL. if we neglect elastic scatterings, i.e. substituting F(t,s) = b(s -t/cos cr) into equation ( l l ) , we obtain A, = A d as it should be. Equation (11) reveals that the probability of an electron escaping with zeroenergy Inss from the film drops to e-' of its original value at f = Ad for cr = 0 and to zero for 01 = n/2. Figure 2 shows some representative results of the elastic scattering differential cross section as a function of scattering angle for electrons of several energies in aluminium, These cross sections were calculated using equations (5)-(7). It is seen that elastic scatterings are predominantly in the forward direction with enhanced small-angle scatterings for high-energy electrons. In figure 3 we plot the ratio of the elastic differential cross section calculated using the Born approximation (BN) to that using the phase shift method (Ps) for electrons of several energies in aluminium. The broken curves represent results of the Thomas-Fermi screened Coulomb potential for the free atom. The full curves are Figure 3 . The ratio 01 elastic differential cross section in aluminium calculated using the Born approximation with different potentials to that using the phase shift method.
Results and discussion
Broken curves represent results for the free atomic potential. Full curves correspond to those of the solid atomic Dotential.
those corresponding to the solid atom using the HFWS potential. It reveals that this ratio approaches unity at large scattering angles for high-energy electrons. At small angles the Born approximation overestimates the differential cross section to some degree depending on the electron energy. This overestimation is remarkable for electron energies helow the Born threshold. Electron density distributions associated with t h e screened Coulomb potential for both the free and the solid aluminium atoms are plotted in figure 4 . Again, the Thomas-Fermi and the HFWS potentials were employed for the free and the solid atoms respectively. Note that small-angle scatterings correspond to large impact parameters where the nuclear charge screening by atomic electrons is high. Since the electron density extends to infinite radius for free atoms but to WignerSeitz radius for solid atoms, the differential cross sec- Figure 5 . A plot 01 the various electron mean free paths in silicon as a function of electron energy. Here ,le and A, represent the inelastic, elastic and transport mean free paths, respectively. Data on A, taken from Tofterup (1985) are included for comparison.
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tion for small-angle scatterings is thus larger for free atoms than for solid atoms.
In figure 5 we plot the various electron mean free paths in silicon as a function of incident electron energy. The inelastic mean free path Ai was calculated using experimental optical data fitted to the Lindhard dielectric function (Tanuma et al 1988) . The elastic mean free path A, was computed using equations (5)- A plot of the path-length distribution calculated using the multiple scattering formula of equation (10) and using the Monte Carlo method for an electron of 1.5 keV energy passing through a silicon film of 200 8, thickness is shown in figure 6 . A comparison of these results shows that the multiple scattering formula overestimates the distribution at large path-lengths but significantly underestimates it at small path-lengths. This may be understood as due to the multiple scattering approximation which assumes the occurrence of many small-angle scatterings during the electron transmission. Since in this case the film thickness is only about ten times the elastic mean free path (see figure  5 ) . plural scatterings (i.e. less than about 100 scat- Figure 8 . The average increase in path-length over the depth of penetration for electrons passing through silicon films of several thicknesses. figure 7 . In this case the relative increase in the average path-length (17550 A) over the penetration depth (700A) reaches 150%. Thus, the path-length distribution calculated using the multiple scattering formula agrees quite well with that using the Monte Carlo method. It is seen that this distribution is asymmetric with the most probable value much smaller than the mean value due to the predominance of small-angle scatterings. Further, the path-length distribution evolves from a delta function for zero film thickness (Tougaard and Sigmund 1982) to broader and broader distributions for increased thicknesses. In figure 8 we plot the average increase in path-length over the depth of penetration for electrons passing through silicon films of different thicknesses. For a fixed electron energy, the increase is enhanced for larger thicknesses owing to the increased number of elastic scatterings. Similarly, this increase falls with increasing electron energy for a fixed thickness.
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Variations in the exit angle p and the lateral displacement x of electrons emerging from the film (see figure 1) are also of interest. According to the electron scattering theory in a thin film (Jackson 1975, Bethe and Ashkin 1953) , these two distributions are strongly correlated. They exhibit structures consisting of two components, i.e. the multiple scattering Gaussian peak and the single or plural scattering tail. Figure 9 shows a plot of Monte Carlo results for the distribution in lateral displacement of electrons passing through an aluminium film of 500 8, thickness. For comparison we also plot the fitted multiple scattering Gaussian peak figure 10 . Again. the small-angle scattering Gaussian peak and the wide-angle single scattering distribution are also included for comparison. It is seen that the transition from multiple to single scattering occurs at p -0.4. At this point, the angular distribution divides itself into two roughly equal portions. This indicates that the contribution from multiple and single scattering is about the same.
By substituting the calculated path length distributions into equation ( I l ) , we calculated attenuation lengths of electrons. A plot of the relative difference between the IMFP and the AL as a function of silicon film thickness for several electron energies is plotted in figure 11 . It is seen that below about 200A this difference increases rapidly with the penetration depth and then begins to saturate at larger penetration depths. For a fixed penetration depth, this difference increases with decreasing electron energy. This is consistent with the results of the differential cross section shown in figure 2 , where smaller electron energies exhibit larger cross sections for large scattering angles. The ratio of AL to IMFP for sufficiently large penetration depths agrees with the data of Jablonski (1987) (1979) were used in the computation of AL using equation (11). Experimental AL data for silicon (Zaporozhchenko et a1 1979, Flitsch and Raider 1975) and aluminium (Tracy 1974) are included for comparison. It is seen that the present calculated AL results are in good agreement with the measured data.
Conciusion
Elastic scatterings are responsible for the differences between IMFP and AI. and between electron path-length and penetration depth. In this work we have dealt with these differences by applying elastic differential cross sections to the multiple scattering formulation and to the Monte Carlo simulation. These cross sections have been evaluated using the partial wave expansion method with phase shifts calculated by the WKB approach and the HFWS electron density distribution. Our approach yielded good results to account for these differences. Calculations performed in this work indicated that these differences were dependent on riectron energy and penetration depth.
The path length distribution, the angular distribution and the distribution in lateral displacement of electrons emerging from a solid film showed that the multiple scattering approximation worked quite well for large pcnctration dcpths and high-cncrgy clcctrons. On the contrary, the single or plural scattering dominated the contribution to these distributions. Thc transition from multiple scattering distributions to single scattering distributions occurred at different values of the angle and the lateral displacement, depending on the film thickness and the electron energy,
